Important leaflets
Please take some leaflets to share and read. Make sure that you
have the leaflet with the instructions if you buy a plant.

Optional bucket $1
Stand $2
This enables the self watering wick system to work well. You need a
stand that matches the pot size like shown in the examples. However,
you may only need the UV resistant bucket by itself because if you
place a couple of pots in it, the pots can remain suspended at the
correct height. A number of combinations and sizes can be placed into
the bucket to achieve this. For example, three 70 mm pots, a 70 mm
and 95 mm pot, and four 50 mm pots that the Venus Fly Traps are
potted in. Two 70 mm pots can also be suspended in the bucket if you
push a block of polystyrene between them.
For the Venus Fly Traps in 50 mm pots, you need to use the bucket
with a small hole in the side. Don’t use a bucket with the hole for the
larger pots. You can put an extra plant or two in the bucket beside a
Venus Fly Trap because extra pots can also rest near the edge of the
yellow stand. You need to make sure that the wicks hang down into
the water and extend to the bottom of the flower bucket.
I can also provide larger buckets and special trays to stand a larger
number of pots in to enable self watering. Please see more information
at advantagein.com/cp/

Other varieties
I also sell many other varieties not displayed here at my home in
Tolga. I prefer you come in the afternoon and let me know first if
possible.

Prices, if not marked otherwise
Please note that carnivorous plants may be purchased for lower
prices from some other growers. However, they do not contain the
wick feature which is a huge advantage for the customer as it saves
you time and means that the plant will be much more likely to live
and thrive for a very long time. Installing the wick is an extra cost
for me. However, I believe it is worth it. Also, as an extra bonus I
offer people a free bare rooted carnivorous plant if their plant does
not thrive. This could be planted back into your self watering pot to
replace your original plant. That way you will be guaranteed to
always have a plant.
Sarracenia in 70 mm pot: $12.00 (small/medium) $14.00 (large)
$15.00 (extra large)
Sarracenia in 95 mm pot: $16.00 (small/medium) $18.00 (large)
$19.00 (extra large)
Sarracenia in 105 mm pot: $19.00 (small/medium) $22.00 (large)
$25.00 (extra large)
Venus Fly Traps in 50 mm pot: $9.00
Sundews (Drosera) in 70 pots $8.00
Sundews (Drosera) in 95 pots $10.00
Nepenthes are also available. Please contact me.
Flower bucket and stand: $3.00
Flower bucket by itself: $1.00

